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(57) Abstract: Embodiments of feedback-based quantum circuits are described. Embodiments of such quantum circuits may be exter
nally
controlled using only basis or eigenstate (classically-observable) signals without triggering de-coherence. Additionally, embod
00
iments of such quantum circuits allow the internal (superpositioned) quantum state information to be preserved over long periods of
time and present options for quantum error-correction due to the basis-state controls. Moreover, a coupling of two such feedback-based
quantum circuits allows for quantum-channel-based information exchange to a variety of ends.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR QUANTUM COHERENCE PRESERVATION OF
QUBITS

RELATED APPLICATIONS
[0001]

This application claims a benefit of priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 to United States
Provisional Patent Application No. 62/430,501 filed December 6 , 2016, entitled "Bell State
Oscillator and Applications For Same", by William V. Oxford et al., which is hereby fully
incorporated by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD
[0002]

This disclosure relates generally to quantum computing. In particular, this disclosure relates
to embodiments of systems and methods for preserving quantum coherence of a qubit.
More specifically, this disclosure relates to embodiments of systems and methods for
entangling qubits and preserving the quantum coherence of such entangled qubits, even at a
distance.

BACKGROUND
[0003]

Certain computational problems, such as the factoring of large numbers, cannot be solved
using conventional computers at least because of the time required to complete the
computation. It has, however, been shown that quantum computers can use non-classical
logic operations to provide efficient solutions to certain of these types of computational
problems.

[0004]

The fundamental unit of quantum information in a quantum computer is called a quantum bit,
or qubit. Quantum computers can use a binary representation of numbers, just as
conventional computers do. An individual qubit, can be physically represented by the state
of a quantum system.

However, a qubit can be both a zero and a one at the same time.

Quantum-mechanical superpositions of this kind are fundamentally different from classical
probabilities in that the system (or qubit) can be considered to be in more than one of the
possible states at any given time.
[0005]

Thus, while bits in the classical computing model always have a well-defined value (e.g., 0 or
1), qubits in superposition have some simultaneous probability of being in both of the two

states representing 0 and 1 . It is customary to represent the general state of a quantum

system by |ψ > , and let |0> and |1> represent the quantum states corresponding to the

values 0 and

1,

respectively. Quantum mechanics allows superpositions of these two states,

given by:
|ψ >= α |0>+ β |1>
where a and β are complex numbers. In this case, the probability of finding the system in the
state |0> is equal to a2 the probability of the state |1> is β2 .
[0006]

Quantum computers may utilize physical particles to represent or implement these qubits.
One example is the spin of an electron, wherein the up or down spin can correspond to a 0 ,

a 1, or a superposition of states in which it is both up and down at the same time. Performing
a calculation using the electron may essentially perform the operation simultaneously for
both a 0 and a

1.

Similarly, in the optical approach to quantum computing, a "0" may be

represented by a single photon in a given path and the same photon in a different path may
represent a "1".
[0007]

For example, consider a single photon passing through an interferometer with two paths,
with phase shifts

and φ 2 inserted in the two paths respectively. A beam splitter gives a

50% probability that the photon will travel in one path or the other. If a measurement is made

to determine where the photon is located, it will be found in only one of the two paths. But if
no such measurement is made, a single photon can somehow experience both phase shifts

and φ 2 simultaneously, since the observed interference pattern depends on the difference

of the two phases. This suggests that in some sense a photon must be located in both paths
simultaneously if no measurement is made to determine its position.
[0008]

One of the main problems with quantum computing, however, is the implementation of qubits

themselves. More specifically, the scale at which qubits are implemented (e.g., a single
electron, a single photon, etc.) means that any perturbations in the qubit caused by

unwanted interactions with the environment (e.g., temperature, magnetic field, etc.) may
result in an alteration to the state of the qubit (known as quantum decoherence). Quantum
coherence preservation (e.g., maintenance of the quantum state for any useful time period)
within a single qubit is thus a major obstacle to the useful implementation of quantum
computing. Exacerbating the problem is the fact that when several qubits are placed in
close proximity to one another they can mutually interfere (e.g., electromagnetically) with
each other and, thereby, affect adjacent qubits.
[0009]

Accordingly, there is a need to for systems and method that can preserve coherence of a
qubit.

SUMMARY
[0010]

To address this need, among others, attention is directed to embodiments of systems and
methods for preserving quantum coherence as depicted herein. A bit of additional context
may be useful to an understanding of such embodiments.

In a famous paper authored by

Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen published in 1935 argued that there must be "missing
information" in the new theory of quantum mechanics.

In particular, they argued that if

quantum theory were to hold, then one particle which happened to be entangled with
another would somehow be able to communicate information about its state with the other in
an instantaneous fashion, even when the two were separated by an arbitrary distance, thus
violating the principle of locality. This hypothetical (at the time) pair of entangled particles
has come to be known as an "EPR pair"; so-named in honor of this famous paper.
[001 1]

A few decades later, Irish physicist John Stewart Bell derived the now-famous "Bell
inequality" by which he showed that quantum theory (as interpreted by the EPR paper) is in
conflict with the concept of "missing information" (see e.g., [Bell:64][Bell:66]).

Bell proposed

a set of test conditions (now known as a "Bell test") that can be used in order to prove or
disprove the missing information paradox. The first of experimental proof of a Bell inequality
was demonstrated by Freedman, Clauser and Aspect (see e.g., [FC:72][Asp:81][Asp:82])

in

1982. Today, it is an accepted fact that EPR pairs exist, can be created, and do exhibit the
behavior coined by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen as "spooky action at a distance". Today,
this mechanism is referred to as a "quantum channel".
[0012]

Many engineered artifacts depend upon synchronization of events. There have been
numerous protocols, methods, and systems developed solely for the purpose of
synchronizing two or more events. In conventional electronic systems, such synchronization
can be accomplished in many means; typically involving the transmission of a voltage-mode
signal over a set of conductors or using electromagnetic radiation.

Both of these signaling

forms are subject to Einstein's special theory of relativity and suffer due to propagation
delays bounded by the speed of light, c , and properties of the medium through which they
are transmitted.

This delay, and the associated overhead for generating, transmitting,

receiving, and processing these synchronizing signals is a source of significant cost, added
power consumption, extra delay, and other non-ideal characteristics of the systems in which
this kind of synchronization circuitry must be used.
[0013]

A s an alternative, if a quantum channel could be established via the production of an EPR
pair whereby the particles in the pair are distributed among two subsystems to be
synchronized, then the issues of delay could be overcome. In addition, the quantum channel
would also allow for a high degree of isolation from the external environment as well as

some potentially very useful security properties. If such a quantum channel could be
practically constructed and reliably controlled, a synchronization mechanism based on it
could have a number of unique and highly desirable properties.
[001 4]

Thus, if an EPR pair could be generated in a controlled environment and then each
entangled qubit transported to one of a pair of devices requiring synchronization, their
respective states of operation could be instantaneously communicated to each other no
matter how far apart the two may be. Since many of today's electronic systems are
dependent on synchronization in order to communicate effectively, then such a significant
advance in the ability to perform this kind of synchronization remotely can be highly useful.
Generation of an EPR pair, and in particular, a Bell state is a well-known technique and has
been accomplished many times in the past. Unfortunately, due to de-coherence, the

resultant EPR pair suffers from a short lifetime (typically measured in fractions of a
microsecond) and it is thus very difficult to use effectively. In particular, one of the issues
confronting long de-coherence times is that external environmental interference phenomena
act in a manner that is akin to a measurement being made unintentionally; causing the EPR
pair to collapse into (non-superpositioned and thus, non-entangled) basis states.
[001 5]

The embodiment described herein may be used to address some of these problems, among
others, utilizing a quantum circuit that produces linear combinations of Bell states as output

values. Various embodiments of this circuit may involve continuous regeneration or
circulation of qubits that undergo successive superposition, entanglement and then
decoherence operations. The regenerative nature of this circuit is novel and this
recirculation allows the circuit to operate in a closed-loop fashion. This permits the
application of feedback as well as feedforward analysis and control theory techniques for
real-time improvements in operational optimization and stability of the circuit. Because of its
structure (a cascaded set of Bell-State generators) and due to its alternating basis state
outputs, we refer to the dual-qubit embodiment of this kind of regenerative quantum circuit
as a "Bell State Oscillator" (BSO).
[001 6]

Certain embodiments of a BSO as disclosed can be used to generate and preserve a pair of

entangled qubits, and thus may be thought of as a qubit storage device or cell that holds a
pair of entangled qubits. More specifically, some embodiments of a BSO may continuously
generate (or regenerate) and circulate pairs of qubits in a feedback loop. Such a BSO may,
for example, include a set of cascaded Bell state generator circuits, with each Bell state
generator circuit providing the input to the subsequent Bell state generator circuit, and the
output of the final Bell state generator in the chain (which will be in the basis state) coupled
back to the input of the first Bell state generator circuit in the chain.

[001 7]

Embodiments of a BSO are thus a quantum circuit that may have some similarity to a
conventional electronic ring oscillator, typically constructed from an odd number of digital
logic inverter gates. Oscillators are fundamental building blocks that may be utilized to
provide synchronization in computing systems. It is thus envisioned that the BSO can be
used not only to help to overcome some of the difficulties in maintaining coherence for

lengthy periods of time, but also as a quantum-based timing element.
[001 8]

In certain embodiments, the BSO may include a Fredkin gate to toggle the BSO between

different steady states of operation.

The Fredkin gate may be placed between the output of

a Bell state generator to swap the entangled (or basis) states of the two qubits in the
quantum circuit before they are provided as input to a subsequent Bell state generator in the
overall chain.
[001 9]

Embodiments of these types of quantum circuits allow for the construction of a set of basic
quantum-based clock building block circuits that can enable synchronization over a quantum
channel, thus avoiding the difficulties previously described that are present in classical
electronic clock distribution systems. In addition, such embodiments of a BSO quantum
circuit have the desirable properties of repeated generation of EPR pairs. Embodiments of a
BSO may thus be utilized as a basic element in establishing a quantum channel since it will

repeatedly and reliably produce Bell states and basis states.
[0020]

For example, one or more BSOs may be used in synchronization or timing applications (e.g.,
used as a clocking circuit). In addition to applications in synchronization, the BSO has the

potential to be employed in a larger variety of applications. More specifically, the benefits of
applying a quantum channel within a system could include security since there would be no
conventional communications channel that could be monitored, altered, or otherwise
tampered with, as well as near instantaneous signaling since the impediments of transmitting
a conventional signal through a medium is avoided. Conventional channels are vulnerable
to eavesdropping, and spoofing through signal injection methods. Many cyber-attacks are
dependent upon the exploit of man-in-the-middle (MITM) vulnerabilities. A quantum channel
would overcome MITM and eavesdropping since any attempt to measure the state of a
particle in superposition would cause the EPR of the pair of qubits in the BSO to collapse
into an eigenstate.
[0021 ]

Another novel aspect of the kind of circuit described here is that it allows the monitoring of
changes in the superpositioned (or quantum) portion of the system without actually making
measurements in that domain. This is due to the fact that the BSO structure cycles back and
forth between the quantum (superpositioned) domain and the classical (basis-state) domain.
Thus, if there are any changes that occur in the quantum state, they will be reflected in the

classical portion of the system, even though the basis state information may not actually
provide any knowledge of the actual quantum states involved. In this manner, the BSO
operates in much the same way as a quantum error (or error syndrome) measurement
system. Thus, such a system would allow the monitoring of changes in quantum state
(superpositioned) information without actually disturbing the superposition of such a system
by direct measurement of the quantum state. So, by establishing an entangled pair of such

systems, we can potentially communicate between those systems using the quantum
channel.
[0022]

Therefore, there are several problems that may be solved by utilizing an EPR pair as a
synchronization mechanism as provided through a BSO. The advantages thus provided
include controlled generation of an EPR pair, transportation of each particle (or qubit) to two
or more mechanisms requiring synchronization, maintenance of the coherence of qubits until
such time that a synchronizing event is needed and the ability to monitor the state of each

qubit without affecting entanglement. Additionally, the ability to rapidly and repeatedly
perform such steps may allow synchronization interactions to easily occur.
[0023]

In one embodiment a quantum circuit may include a first Bell state oscillator (BSO), including

a first Bell state generator, comprising a first Hadamard gate and a first CNOT gate, the first
Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the first CNOT gate having an input and
an output. The BSO also includes a second Bell state generator, comprising a second

Hadamard gate and a second CNOT gate, the second Hadamard gate having an input and
an output and the second CNOT gate having an input and an output, wherein the input of the

second Hadamard gate is coupled to the output of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell
state generator and the input of the second CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the first
CNOT gate of the first Bell state generator. The BSO may also include a third Bell state
generator, comprising a third Hadamard gate and a third CNOT gate, the third Hadamard
gate having an input and an output and the third CNOT gate having an input and an output,
wherein the input of the third Hadamard gate is coupled to the output of the second
Hadamard gate of the second Bell state generator and the input of the third CNOT gate is
coupled to the output of the second CNOT gate of the second Bell state generator. The BSO
may further include a fourth Bell state generator, comprising a fourth Hadamard gate and a
fourth CNOT gate, the fourth Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the fourth
CNOT gate having an input and an output, wherein the input of the fourth Hadamard gate is
coupled to the output of the third Hadamard gate of the third Bell state generator and the
input of the fourth CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the third CNOT gate of the third Bell
state generator, and wherein the input of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state
generator is coupled to the output of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state

generator and the input of the first CNOT gate of the first Bell state generator is coupled to
the output of the fourth CNOT gate of the fourth Bell state generator.
[0024]

In one embodiment, the BSO may also include a Fredkin gate disposed between the fourth

Bell state generator and the first Bell state generator, wherein the Fredkin gate has a first

input coupled to the output of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state generator, a
second input coupled to the output of the fourth CNOT gate of the fourth Bell state
generator, a first output coupled to the input of the input of the first Hadamard gate of the
first Bell state generator, and a second output coupled to the input of the first CNOT gate of
the first Bell state generator.
[0025]

In some embodiments, the first BSO comprises a first phase rotation gate and a second

phase rotation gate that is an inverse of the first phase rotation gate.
[0026]

In a particular embodiment, the first phase rotation gate is disposed between the first Bell

state generator and the second Bell state generator and the second phase rotation gate is
disposed between the third Bell state generator and the fourth Bell state generator.
[0027]

In a specific embodiment, the first phase rotation gate includes an input coupled to the

output of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state generator of the first BSO and an
output coupled to the input of the second Hadamard gate of the second Bell state generator
of the first BSO and the second phase rotation gate includes an input coupled to the output
of the third Hadamard gate of the third Bell state generator of the first BSO and an output
coupled to the input of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state generator of the first
BSO.
[0028]

In one embodiment, the first phase rotation gate and the second phase rotation gate are

Pauli-rotation structures.
[0029]

In another embodiment, an angle of rotation is an input parameter to each Pauli-rotation

structure.
[0030]

In one embodiment, the first phase rotation gate and the second phase rotation gate are

Controlled-PHASE (CPHASE) gates.
[0031]

In a particular embodiment, the first phase rotation gate and the second phase rotation gate

are Fredkin gates.
[0032]

The quantum circuit according to a particular embodiment may include a second Bell state
oscillator (BSO), including a first Bell state generator, comprising a first Hadamard gate and
a first CNOT gate, the first Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the first CNOT
gate having an input and an output; a second Bell state generator, comprising a second
Hadamard gate and a second CNOT gate, the second Hadamard gate having an input and

an output and the second CNOT gate having an input and an output, wherein the input of the

second Hadamard gate is coupled to the output of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell
state generator and the input of the second CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the first
CNOT gate of the first Bell state generator; a third Bell state generator, comprising a third
Hadamard gate and a third CNOT gate, the third Hadamard gate having an input and an
output and the third CNOT gate having an input and an output, wherein the input of the third
Hadamard gate is coupled to the output of the second Hadamard gate of the second Bell
state generator and the input of the third CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the second
CNOT gate of the second Bell state generator; and a fourth Bell state generator, comprising
a fourth Hadamard gate and a fourth CNOT gate, the fourth Hadamard gate having an input
and an output and the fourth CNOT gate having an input and an output, wherein the input of

the fourth Hadamard gate is coupled to the output of the third Hadamard gate of the third
Bell state generator and the input of the fourth CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the

third CNOT gate of the third Bell state generator, and wherein the input of the first Hadamard
gate of the first Bell state generator is coupled to the output of the fourth Hadamard gate of
the fourth Bell state generator and the input of the first CNOT gate of the first Bell state
generator is coupled to the output of the fourth CNOT gate of the fourth Bell state generator.
[0033]

Some embodiments may include a quantum coupling circuit coupling the first BSO to the
second BSO and adapted to entangle a first qubit of the first BSO with a second qubit of the
second BSO.

[0034]

According to certain embodiments, such a quantum may include a first CNOT gate, the first
CNOT gate including an input coupled to the output of the first CNOT gate of the first Bell
state generator of the second BSO and a control coupled to the output of the first CNOT
gate of the first CNOT gate of the first Bell state generator of the first BSO; a second CNOT
gate, the second CNOT gate including an input coupled to the output of the first CNOT gate

of the first Bell state generator of the first BSO and a control coupled to an output of the first
CNOT gate of the quantum coupling circuit; and a third CNOT gate, the third CNOT gate
including an input coupled to the output of the first CNOT gate of the quantum coupling
circuit and a control coupled to an output of the second CNOT gate of the quantum coupling
circuit, wherein an output of the third CNOT gate of the quantum coupling circuit is coupled

to the second CNOT gate of the second Bell state generator of the second BSO and an the
output of the second CNOT gate of the quantum coupling circuit is coupled to the second
CNOT gate of the second Bell state generator of the first BSO.
[0035]

In some embodiments, the first BSO comprises a first phase rotation gate and a second

phase rotation gate that is an inverse of the first phase rotation gate, and the second BSO

comprises a first phase rotation gate and a second phase rotation gate that is an inverse of
the first phase rotation gate.
[0036]

In a particular embodiment, the first phase rotation gate of the first BSO is disposed between

the first Bell state generator and the second Bell state generator of the first BSO; the second
phase rotation gate of the first BSO is disposed between the third Bell state generator and
the fourth Bell state generator of the first BSO; the first phase rotation gate of the second
BSO is disposed between the first Bell state generator and the second Bell state generator

of the second BSO; and the second phase rotation gate of the second BSO is disposed
between the third Bell state generator and the fourth Bell state generator of the second BSO.
[0037]

In a specific embodiment, the first phase rotation gate of the first BSO includes an input

coupled to the output of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state generator of the first
BSO and an output coupled to the input of the second Hadamard gate of the second Bell

state generator of the first BSO; the second phase rotation gate of the first BSO includes an
input coupled to the output of the third Hadamard gate of the third Bell state generator of the
first BSO and an output coupled to the input of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell
state generator of the first BSO; the first phase rotation gate of the second BSO includes an
input coupled to the output of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state generator of the
second BSO and an output coupled to the input of the second Hadamard gate of the second
Bell state generator of the second BSO; and the second phase rotation gate of the second

BSO includes an input coupled to the output of the third Hadamard gate of the third Bell

state generator of the second BSO and an output coupled to the input of the fourth
Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state generator of the second BSO.
These, and other, aspects of the disclosure will be better appreciated and understood when
considered in conjunction with the following description and the accompanying drawings. It
should be understood, however, that the following description, while indicating various
embodiments of the disclosure and numerous specific details thereof, is given by way of
illustration and not of limitation. Many substitutions, modifications, additions and/or
rearrangements may be made within the scope of the disclosure without departing from the
spirit thereof, and the disclosure includes all such substitutions, modifications, additions
and/or rearrangements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0038]

The drawings accompanying and forming part of this specification are included to depict
certain aspects of the disclosure. It should be noted that the features illustrated in the

drawings are not necessarily drawn to scale. A more complete understanding of the
disclosure and the advantages thereof may be acquired by referring to the following
description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which like reference
numbers indicate like features and wherein:
[0039]

FIGURE 1A is a block diagram of a Bell state generator.

[0040]

FIGURE 1B is a block diagram of a reverse Bell state generator.

[0041]

FIGURE 2A is a block diagram of an embodiment of a Bell State Oscillator (BSO).

[0042]

FIGURE 2B is a block diagram of an embodiment of a BSO.

[0043]

FIGURE 3A is a block diagram of a Fredkin gate.

[0044]

FIGURE 3B is a block diagram of a Fredkin gate.

[0045]

FIGURE 3C is a block diagram of a Fredkin gate.

[0046]

FIGURE 4A is a block diagram of an embodiment of a BSO.

[0047]

FIGURE 4B is a block diagram of an embodiment of a BSO.

[0048]

FIGURE 5 is a block diagram of embodiment of a quantum circuit for entangling two BSOs.

[0049]

FIGURE 6 is a flow diagram of one embodiment of a method for the use of entangled BSOs.

[0050]

FIGURE 7 is an illustration of components for an example of the use of entangled BSOs.

[0051]

FIGURE 8 is a block diagram of sequential circuits using synchronizing registers.

[0052]

FIGURE 9 is a block diagram of an implementation of a Hadamard gate.

[0053]

FIGURE 10A is a block diagram of an implementation of a Bell state generator.

[0054]

FIGURE 10B is a block diagram of an implementation of a reverse Bell state generator.

[0055]

FIGURE 10C is a block diagram of an implementation of a Fredkin gate.

[0056]

FIGURE 10D is a block diagram of a quantum circuit for translation of encodings.

[0057]

FIGURES 1 A and 1 B are a block diagram of an embodiment of an implementation of a
BSO.

[0058]

FIGURE 12A is a diagram of an embodiment of a finite difference time domain model of an
evanescent wave based coupler.

[0059]

FIGURE 12B is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 1x2 implementation an frustrated
total internal reflection coupler.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0060]

The disclosure and the various features and advantageous details thereof are explained
more fully with reference to the non-limiting embodiments that are illustrated in the
accompanying drawings and detailed in the following description. Descriptions of wellknown starting materials, processing techniques, components and equipment are omitted so
as not to unnecessarily obscure the invention in detail. It should be understood, however,

that the detailed description and the specific examples, while indicating some embodiments
of the invention, are given by way of illustration only and not by way of limitation. Various
substitutions, modifications, additions and/or rearrangements within the spirit and/or scope of
the underlying inventive concept will become apparent to those skilled in the art from this
disclosure.
[0061]

Before discussing embodiments in detail, it may helpful to give a general overview of certain
aspects pertaining to embodiments. Two qubits that are entangled and in a state of
superposition are said to be in one of four different Bell states if their respective quantum
state vector has the form:

\φ )=^

ΙΨ ) = (Ι

[0062]

- \ ))
)

A quantum Bell state can be created with two elementary quantum operations consisting of a
Hadamard gate followed with a controlled-NOT (CNOT) operation. The resulting Bell state
generator 100 is depicted in FIGURE 1A using the notation of e.g., [DiV:98] and includes
Hadamard gate

0 having an input 124, the output of which is used to control CNOT gate

120 on the control input of the CNOT gate 120 with input 122 and output 125. If the input

qubits ( 22 , 24) are initialized to a basis state of |0) or |1) before they are sent to the circuit
input, then they are evolved into a Bell state by the quantum circuit 100 in FIGURE 1A.
[0063]

The transfer matrix for the Bell state generator in FIGURE 1A is denoted as B and is
computed as follows:

Consider the case where the qubit pair are initialized and then represented as

|cr)

and |/3).

The initial quantum state can then be represented as:

The four Bell states that are obtained using the Bell state generator circuit are theoretically
computed as

\αβ ) when \ β ) is initialized to |00), |01 ) , |10), or 1

>.

As an example:

A quantum circuit similar to the Bell state generator of FIGU RE 1A where the quantum
operations are reversed in order (and whose transfer matrix is denoted as R) is depicted in
FIGU RE 1B . Here, the qubit input to Hadamard gate 130 on line 32 is used to control the

operation of CNOT gate 140 on an input qubit on line 134.

[0065]

Moving to FIGURE 2A, a logic block diagram for one embodiment of a Bell State Oscillator
(BSO) is depicted. An embodiment of a corresponding quantum circuit for the embodiment of

FIGURE 2A is depicted in FIGURE 2B.

Here, the BSO 200 is a quantum circuit comprising

a cascade or chain of four quantum circuits 210 (e.g., 210a, 210b, 210c and 210d), each
quantum circuit 2 0 characterized by B (e.g., each having a transfer matrix equivalent to a
Bell state generator as discussed) wherein the evolved output qubit pair from the cascade is
in a feedback arrangement (e.g., the output of circuit 210d is provided as feedback into the

input of circuit 210a). Such a feedback configuration is possible since the quantum state
after the evolution through four consecutive B circuits 210 is an eigenstate.

The injection of

the initial |αβ ) basis state pair on input lines 202a, 202b may be provided as the input to
circuit 210a and will be the basis state pair | O)
[0066]

This embodiment of the BSO 200 may be comprised of four Bell state generators 250 (e.g.,
250a, 250b, 250c, 250d) with the feedback loop connecting the outputs of the chain to the

inputs of the chain as depicted in FIGURE 2B. In other words, the outputs of one Bell state
generator 250 may be provided as the corresponding inputs to a previous Bell state
generator 250 in the cascade or chain. Specifically, for example, in the embodiment depicted
the output of Hadamard gate 252d of Bell state generator 250d is provided as input on line
202a to Hadamard gate 252a of Bell state generator 250a and the output of CNOT gate
254d of Bell state generator 250d is provided as input on line 202b to CNOT gate 254a of
Bell state generator 250a. Furthermore, the BSO 200 is initialized by injecting a qubit pair
\ β ) on the input lines 202a, 202b at the quantum circuit state indicated by the dashed line

denoted as | O) After the initialization of | O) d the BSO evolved states \φ ) , \φ 2 ) , and | 3) ,
the quantum state | ) evolves to an eigenstate or basis state. The quantum states | ) , \φ 2 ) ,
and | 3) are referred to as "intermediate quantum states" and the resulting basis state | 4) as
the "feedback quantum state". Different quantum state vector evolutions are depicted with a

dashed line denoted as | O) , | ) ,
[0067]

and | ) .

After the initialization of | O) (note that the quantum state | o)=| 4) due to the feedback
structure) of the depicted embodiment, the intermediate quantum states \φ ) , \φ 2 ) and | 3)
are entangled and superimposed qubit pairs. When | O)=|OO), then | )=|O1), a basis state.
Alternatively, when | O)=|O1), then | )=|OO), a basis state. Thus, the sequence of
subsequent quantum states | O) (or, | )) , oscillates between |00) and |01). However, one
point of novelty of embodiments of the BSO is that the intermediate quantum states | ) , \φ 2 ) ,
and | 3) are qubit pairs that are entangled and superimposed. In fact, these intermediate
states are linear combinations of Bell states. Alternatively, when | O)=|1O), then the resulting

| )=|1 1), and both are also and likewise, basis states. This oscillatory behavior is indicated
through the following analysis.

[0068]

Assuming that \αβ )=\ φ )=\00), we can analyze the evolved quantum state vectors as \φ )=
Thus, the oscillatory behavior is observed

| o) ,

using the B 4 transfer matrix.

[0069]

It is noted that B 4 is a simple permutation matrix. Assuming that

|cr 3)= |

)=|OO), the B 4

o

transfer matrix may be used to illustrate the oscillatory behavior with various initialized
\ β )=\ φ ) basis states.
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[0070]

oo)

10)

The significance of BSO 200 is that the intermediate states of the circuit labeled as |

, \φ 2 ) ,

and | 3 ) are comprised of qubit pairs that are entangled in various states of superposition.

These intermediate states are computed using B , B 2 , and B 3 transfer matrices that yield the
intermediate states |

, \φ 2 ) , and |

3)

respectively. Finally, it is noted that the intermediate

states are all linear combinations of the various Bell states, |Φ +) , |Φ ) , |Ψ +) , and |Ψ ) .
Therefore, the BSO 200 cycles through various linear combinations of Bell states for the
intermediate quantum states and a basis state in the initialization or feedback states.

The following four examples contain the calculations that yield the intermediate quantum
states

1

,

|02) , and |03) when the BSO is initialized with all four possible basis state pairs for

\ β )=\ φ ) .

[0072]

EXAMPLE 1: Initialize |0 O)=|OO):

[0073]

EXAMPLE 2 : Initialize |0 O)=|O1):

EXAMPLE 3 : Initialize | O)

[0075]
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EXAMPLE 4 : Initialize | O)
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[0076]

+>

1

(| Ο ) - |

))

(|Φ - ) - | Φ · ) + |

As can be seen then, embodiments of BSOs as illustrated herein exhibit oscillatory behavior.
The concept and use of oscillators in conventional electronics is a fundamental building
block that enables many useful circuits including those that enable synchronization.
Quantum circuit oscillators, while not necessarily required for the common Deutsch model of
computation (see e.g., [Deu:85][Deu:89]) are nevertheless of interest and may enable many
applications based on alternative models of either pure quantum or mixed
quantum/conventional (classical) computing or information processing.

-))

[0077]

Although in this embodiment, the output of Bell state generator 250d is provided as input
Bell state generator 250a on input lines 202a, 202b, other embodiments are possible. Thus,
in this embodiment quantum state |

is provided as feedback from the output of Bell state

generator 250d as the input basis state \φ

to Bell state generator 250a. However, the

output of Bell state generator 250c may be provided as input to Bell state generator 250b.
Thus, in this embodiment quantum state (e.g. , | 3) would be provided as feedback as
quantum state (e.g. , | ) to Bell state generator 250b. The operation of such a circuit would
be somewhat different than that of the embodiment shown in FIGU RES 2A and 2B, however

the principal concept of a quantum/basis state feedback-based system can be considered
the same for both circuits.
[0078]

As described previously, embodiments of a BSO as disclosed herein continually regenerate
entangled EPR pairs through the recirculation of qubit pairs in basis states. It has also been
disclosed and shown herein that dependent upon the particular basis state of \αβ )=\ φ ) ,
different Bell states are achieved for

These were demonstrated in the Examples 1

through 4 as discussed above. In particular, the previous analysis showed that one
embodiment of a BSO has two distinct steady states based upon the qubit pair initialization
state, | o>- When | O)=|OO) or =|01 ) , \φ ) alternatively exists in either |Φ +) or |Ψ +) , both being

fundamental Bell states. Likewise, when | O)=| 1

)

or = | 11 ,

alternatively exists in either

|Φ ) or |Ψ ) , that are also fundamental Bell states.
[0079]

These two steady states of embodiments of a BSO are distinct and different as can be
observed from the overall transfer matrix structure of B 4 (as shown above) since the first and
third quadrants or submatrices correspond to transfer functions of a NOT gate, yielding a
quantum circuit with behavior analogous to that of a conventional ring oscillator composed of
an odd number of electronic digital logic inverter gates. The transfer matrix for B 4 is

reproduced below with the quadrant partitions indicated by the 2x2 all zero matrix denoted
as [0] and the 2x2 transfer matrix for the single qubit operator, NOT, denoted as [N]. Thus,

depending upon the initialization quantum state | O) , embodiments of a BSO operate in
accordance to the top or the bottom portion of the B 4 transfer matrix.

0
1
0
0
[0080]

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0

N

0

0

N

One of the two steady state values of | ) is either |01 ) or |10) depending upon the steady
state of the BSO. It is noted that these two | 4) basis states, each arising from one of the
two different steady states of the BSO, are simple permutations of one another.

[0081 ]

Accordingly, certain embodiments

of a BSO may include a control led-SWAP or Fredkin gate

to allow for toggling the BSO between these two steady states of operation.

A Fredkin gate

is a three-qubit gate that uses a control input to determine whether the other two inputs have

their respective quantum states interchanged or not. Mathematically,

the transfer matrix for

the Fredkin gate is expressed as the 8x8 matrix F where the quantum state is denoted as

\cxy) with \c) serving as the "control" qubit. When |c)=|1), the superimposed state of |x) is
exchanged with that of |y) and when |c)=|0), both |x) and |y) pass through the Fredkin gate
with their states of superposition

remaining unchanged.

In Dirac's braket notation, F is

expressed in the following equation with the particular swapping cases of interest
emphasized through the use of italics:

F

[0082]

= |o

}{

|+ |

{

+|

) o |

In more traditional linear algebraic notation, the transfer function for F is expressed as:

=

[0083]
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FIGURES 3A and 3 B depict, respectively, a typical notational symbol for a Fredkin gate and
a quantum circuit for a Fredkin gate. The Fredkin gate 300 can be constructed using a 3input Toffoli gate 310 and two CNOT gates 320 coupled as shown in FIGURE 3B. The
Toffoli gate 310 can be considered as a controlled-controlled-NOT

o r as a single qubit NOT

operator that utilizes two additional qubits to enable its operation.

The Toffoli gate 3 0 can

be decomposed into single and two-qubit operators by applying Barenco's decomposition
theorem to the Toffoli gate (see e.g., [Bar+:95]).

Those operators are the single qubit

Hadamard gate, and the two-qubit controlled operators consisting of the CNOT and the
R (TT/2) rotation denoted as V .

[0084]

FIGURE 3C thus depicts a representation of a Fredkin gate 350 as a cascade of these types
of single and dual-input (controlled qubit) gates to provide further illustration and to indicate
the quantum cost of the Fredkin function. Recently, a Fredkin gate has been realized
experimentally at the Centre for Quantum Computation & Communication Technology at
Griffith University in Australia (see e.g., [PHF+:16]). In this implementation, the quantum
state is encoded on the polarization of a photon, hence this implementation among others,
may facilitate incorporation of a Fredkin gate into embodiments of a BSO for the purpose of
toggling the BSO's steady state.

[0085]

FIGURE 4A depicts one embodiment of a BSO 400 including four Bell state generators 450
(e.g., 450a, 450b, 450c, 450d) and Fredkin gate 410 interposed in the feedback loop

between the output of Bell state generator 450d and the input of Bell state generator 450a.
Specifically, output line 414a and 414b of Bell state generator 450d are provided as input
lines to Fredkin gate 410.
[0086]

The use of Fredkin gate 410 in the feedback loop allows BSO 400 to be selectively placed in
either of the two steady state operating conditions discussed earlier. This is accomplished
by enabling a swap operation to occur on the | ) quantum state of the BSO 400. The

toggling action comes about when | 4)=|O1) and the corresponding output of the Fredkin
gate 41O ,| 5) , is |10) (or vice versa). When the Fredkin gate control qubit 412 is |0), the BSO
400 retains its current operating state (e.g., the qubit on output line 414a is provided as input
to Bell state generator 450a on input line 416a and the qubit on output line 414b is provided
as input to Bell state generator 450a on input line 416b) and when the control qubit 412 is
|1), the BSO toggles (e.g., the qubit on output line 414a is provided as input to Bell state

generator 450a on input line 416b and the qubit on output line 414b is provided as input to
Bell state generator 450a on input line 416a). All operations that cause BSO toggling

behavior are performed on basis state pairs of the BSO qubits, \αβ ) .
[0087]

The preceding discussion provided a review of EPR pairs that are Bell states and Bell state
generators as quantum circuits, and disclosed embodiments of BSO quantum circuits.
Certain of these embodiments have particular desirable properties, including the ability to

generate alternative intermediate and feedback quantum states. As stated earlier, certain
envisioned applications may utilize the fact that the feedback basis state may serve as an
observable indicator concerning which, if any, of the intermediate states experience
decoherence phenomena and whether such decoherence is intentional due to a

measurement or non-intentional, due to some other event, such as an unplanned interaction
with some aspect of the external environment surrounding the BSO structure.
[0088]

Additionally, embodiments of BSOs as disclosed herein may support additional functionality;
for example, that of a generalized qubit memory device. In this particular embodiment, since
embodiments of the BSO architecture described above may only allow for feedback of fixed
basis states (i.e., the superpositioned states that can be generated in the "interior" of the
BSO architecture which may be constrained by the initial conditions imposed by the

feedback loop), those embodiments may not be adapted to store arbitrary qubits by
themselves. However, this capability (e.g., to store arbitrary qubits, including those in
isolation) can be added to embodiments of a BSO in a number of ways. One such BSO
would include a "matched pair" of arbitrary phase rotation gates (referred to as "U" and "U "
gates respectively) inserted in series into the BSO at the appropriate locations. Insertion of
the U and U-1 gates anywhere in the Phil and Phi3 positions allows the original "native"
BSO qubit to be manipulated using either a classical control (in which case, the qubit stored

inside the BSO is not of external origin) or a superpositioned (qubit) control, in which case,
the "external qubit" information is temporarily stored in the BSO structure.
[0089]

One embodiment of such a BSO for use in storing a qubit is depicted in FIGURE 4B. "U"
gates 470 (e.g., 470a, 470b) may be generalized Pauli-rotation structures, where the angle
of rotation (e.g. theta) is an input parameter. In one embodiment, the first of these "U" gates
470a could be inserted into the BSO structure before or after the quantum circuit 480a
implementing the first "B" stage of the BSO (e.g., the first Bell state generator in the chain of
Bell state generators of the BSO). The second of these "U" gates (the U gate) 470b could

then be inserted into the BSO either just before, or after, the quantum circuit 480d
implementing the final "B" stage of the BSO (e.g., the last Bell state generator in the chain of
Bell state generators of the BSO). The two "U" gates 470 would effectively produce inverse

transfer functions of each other, so that the internal qubit phase would always be rotated
back into the correct state prior to feeding back into the resulting basis state for the BSO. In
this way, any operational change in the feedback path of the BSO would indicate that the
qubit stored in the interior stages of the BSO had been changed at some point in between
the U (470a) and the U (470b) gates. Thus, the addition of the "U" gates 470 would not
only allow the storage of an arbitrary qubit state embedded into the basic BSO structure, but
it may also allow for the status of that arbitrary qubit to be externally monitored without

disturbing its superposition. The control signal for such a BSO may, for example, be a
conventional voltage or current or it may be a secondary control qubit. Several options can
be employed for the U and U gate pair 470, including Controlled-PHASE (CPHASE) or

even Fredkin (Control led-SWAP) gates, as long as the U and U gates are mutual inverses.

[0090]

One additional concern that should be mentioned is the fidelity of the various quantum gates
as described above. Due to the laws of thermodynamics, the operation of even the most

carefully designed circuit, whether it be quantum or classical, will involve some amount of
uncertainty. Thus, at some point, an error state may occur due to random fluctuations of one
or more of the circuit elements. In that case, error-correction mechanisms of some sort
should be employed to maintain the desired circuit operation. In the case of quantum
circuitry, an additional constraint is imposed in that such error correction must be
accomplished in such a way that the actual quantum state of the information contained
within that circuit may not be exposed in any way to an outside observer. There have been
many methods proposed for quantum error-correction in the past and these methods can be
utilized in the circuit described above in order to maintain the stability of the quantum state
information stored in the BSO structure. However, the addition of an external control
mechanism that does not disturb the quantum state, such as that enabled by the BSO
structure gives us an additional avenue to implement quantum error correction over existing
known methods for doing so.
[0091 ]

As embodiments of BSO have now been described, it can now be described how Fredkin
gates, or other quantum circuits, may be used to entangle the quantum states of two (or
more) BSOs according to certain embodiments. Fredkin gates can be inserted at other

points in the BSO structure enabling the swap of entangled or basis states depending upon
their location in the two structures. When two entangled states are swapped among two
BSOs that are coupled with a Fredkin gate, the BSOs become entangled. Hence the

intentional measurement or the unintentional decoherence of any of the qubits in either BSO
will cause all qubits to decohere into an eigenstate. The two entangled BSOs can be
separated with significant physical distance after they have been initialized and entangled.
Accordingly, the construction of a BSO and demonstration of its operation and augmentation
of a BSO with operating state toggling controls and an additional Fredkin gate for entangling
two BSOs presents a significant opportunity for use of quantum channels.
[0092]

Turning to FIGURE 5 then, one embodiment of a quantum circuit 900 for entangling the
quantum states of two BSOs is depicted. As will be recalled from the above discussion, an
embodiment of a BSO structure includes four cascaded Bell State generators, the output of
which is a maximally-entangled pair of qubits (e.g., the Bell State).

It can be noted that

these Bell States may only survive as entangled pairs as long as the qubits themselves are
in superposition. In other words, when the qubit pairs exit the last stage of certain

embodiments of a BSO, they enter a basis state and thus, may lose their entanglement.
[0093]

In order to entangle the qubits from two distinct BSO's then, embodiments may either swap

or entangle a pair of qubits -one from each BSO structure and then, keep these entangled

qubits from decohering. In the simplest sense, one embodiment of a quantum circuit may
swap the quantum state of either of a BSO's qubits with that of another BSO, as shown in
FIGURE 5 .
[0094]

As shown in FIGURE 5 , BSOA 910a is coupled to BSO B 910b using quantum circuitry 920.
Here, quantum circuitry 920 couples BSOA 910a to BSO B 910b between the output of first
Bell state generator 912a of BSOA 910a and the output of first Bell state generator 912b of
BSOB 910b. Specifically, quantum circuitry 920 includes CNOT gates 922 (922a, 922b,

922c). The input of CNOT gate 922a is the output of CNOT gate 914b of first Bell state

generator 912b of BSO B 910b, and CNOT gate 922a is controlled by the output of CNOT
gate 914a of first Bell state generator 912a of BSOA 910a. The input of CNOT gate 922b is
the output of CNOT gate 914a of first Bell state generator 912a of BSOA 910a and CNOT
gate 922b is controlled by the output of CNOT gate 922a of quantum circuitry 920. The input
of CNOT gate 922c is the output of CNOT gate 922a of quantum circuitry 920, and CNOT
gate 922c is controlled by the output of CNOT gate 922b of quantum circuitry 920. The
output of CNOT gate 922b of quantum circuitry 920 is also provided as input to the CNOT
gate of second Bell sate generator 916a of BSO A 910a while output of CNOT gate 922c of
quantum circuitry 920 is provided as input to the CNOT gate of second Bell sate generator

[0095]

In this manner, BSOA 910a and BSO B 910b can be coupled, due to the swapping of the qubit

2A and qubit 2 B states. Note that, after the SWAP gate (e.g., quantum circuitry 920), there
may not yet be a full cross-coupling of the two BSO structures. This is because, at that point,
there may only be two entangled pairs (e.g., qubit 1A is entangled with qubit 2 B and qubit 2A
is entangled with qubit 1B). However, after the subsequent Bell-State generator stage (B2A

916a and B2B 916b), the resulting "external" qubits (carried by qubits 1A and 2A) are then
entangled with their BSO counterparts (qubits 2A and 2B), which have been replaced with
each other. At that point, all four qubits (1A, 1B, 2A and 2B) are now mutually entangled.
[0096]

The embodiment of the quantum circuit shown in FIGURE 5 allows a pair of BSO's to be
mutually entangled, but may be a fixed-function, in that each time the B 1 state is created
(e.g., at the output of first Bell stage generators 912a, 912b), the output is swapped between

the two BSO's 910a, 910b. Thus, the embodiment of the circuit 900 as illustrated may not
allow for the BSO's 910a, 910b to be physically separated. However, if the SWAP gate (e.g.,
quantum circuitry 920) is replaced with a Fredkin (Controlled-SWAP) gate, then the quantum
state swap may be performed once and then any further mutual interaction disabled
between the two entangled BSO's. This would allow the BSO's to then be separated while
maintaining the entanglement -as long as the qubits remain in superposition. Other quantum
circuitry may be utilized to similarly entangle and separate two or more BSOs as may be

realized after a review and understanding of the embodiments herein, and all such quantum
circuitry is fully contemplated herein.
[0097]

Embodiments of BSOs, including two (or more) entangled BSOs, may thus have a wide
variety of potential applications, including for example, applications and uses related to
communications, security or semiconductors. Recall from the above discussion that the
feedback basis state of a BSO may serve as an observable indicator concerning which, if
any, of the intermediate states experience decoherence phenomena and whether such decoherence is intentional due to an intentional measurement or due to some other, perhaps
non-intentional, reason. Recall as well that two BSOs may be entangled and physically
separated at almost any distance desired. The combination of the entanglement of the
qubits of physically separated BSOs and the ability to detect changes in the feedback basis
state of a BSO, may allow a pair (or more) of entangled BSOs to serve as a quantum
channel through which messages may be communicated from one BSO to its (one or more)
entangled counterparts.

Such entangled BSOs may also server a variety of other purposes,

such as a trigger or initiation of a secret key provisioning mechanism, clocks on a

semiconductor device or other applications.
[0098]

Generally, the combination of the entanglement of the qubits of physically separated BSOs
and the ability to detect changes in the feedback basis state of a BSO, may allow a pair (or
more) of entangled BSOs to serve as a secure quantum channel through which messages

may be communicated from one BSO to its (one or more) entangled counterparts. These
quantum channels may have the ability to convey information, even in the absence of any
supplemental communications channel between entangled devices.
[0099]

According to certain embodiments of establishing such a quantum channel then, two (or
more) BSO device may be entangled. Once the two BSO are entangled they may be

physically separated and each (or one) BSO monitored to detect a change in the feedback
state. A change in the feedback state may indicate the communication of a signal (e.g., to

take some action). This signal can thus be communicated between the two remote BSOs
(or devices that utilize such BSOs) regardless of the separation distance or intervening
medium.
[00100]

For example, one simple application that could clearly benefit by these characteristics is that
of a submarine-based nuclear weapons launch platform. One of the chief advantages of
using a submarine platform for nuclear strike capability is the diminished capability for an

adversary to locate that platform at any given time (i.e. stealth). However, due to the
difficulties associated with radio wave propagation through seawater, these submarines
must regularly approach the surface in order to check for mission-related updates. This

action exposes them to increased observability (and easier detection) by the enemy and
thus, decreases their effectiveness from the stealth perspective. Utilizing a single pair (or
more) of entangled EPR-based devices (e.g., entangled BSOs), these submarines could

spend the vast majority of their operational life in deep water; surfacing only when needed to

replenish consumable supplies or in the (hopefully) less-frequent case, when a more
detailed message exchange was deemed absolutely necessary.
[001 0 1]

In particular, a "nuclear football" could contain one of a pair of entangled BSOs and the other

pair of the entangled BSOs could reside in submarine based launch controller, configured to
launch the submarine's missiles when a change in the feedback basis state of the entangled
BSO is detected. When a launch is intended, the entangled BSO in the nuclear football is

caused to decohere (e.g., by observing or reading the state of the qubit of the BSO).

By

causing the decoherence of the qubit of the BSO in the nuclear football, the basis state of
the entangled qubit of the BSO deployed in the launch controller of the submarine will
change, even in cases where the submarine is outside of typical communication range. The

corresponding change in the feedback basis state of the BSO of the launch controller may
be observed by the launch controller and the submarine's missiles launched.
[001 02]

Furthermore, this kind of entangled EPR device-based "paging" mechanism would be

entirely undetectable by the enemy, since there would be no radio transmissions to be
intercepted. In fact, no adversary could block the "transmission" by any sort of jamming
mechanism, since the qubit-decoherence "notification" from one entangled device to its
counterpart would always propagate -even through a complete Faraday cage shield. It
should be noted that the example depicted may utilize a portable version of the BSO (for the
"football"), or the communications link could just as easily be accomplished by a stationary
terminal in a secure location. Finally, the authenticity of messages sent via this mechanism
would also be guaranteed, since only the exact entangled pair of devices (and no other
device anywhere) would be able to participate in the message exchange.
[001 03]

The ability to provide signals over a quantum channel may be used in a variety of security
settings as well. With respect to the use of embodiments of a BSO in a security application,
one of the more fundamental problems related to the establishment of trust in just about any

application or computer security setting is the concept of sharing secrets between remote
devices. This issue is not limited to secure communications, but it also has a great deal of
applicability to many different aspects of more general security; including secure device
operation, proofs of authenticity, secure transaction processing records-keeping (e.g., for
non-repudiation) and many others.

[001 04]

There are two general classes of mechanisms for sharing secrets remotely, based on either
symmetric or asymmetric cryptography. The concept upon which the latter category is based
was developed independently in multiple locations, but the first publication in this field (see
e.g., [DH:76]) kicked off a revolution in the cryptographic field. However, the increasing

potential for some form of quantum-based computing to undermine the mathematical
foundations upon which much of asymmetric cryptography is built has driven a great deal of
active research into the various potential alternatives to the current cryptographic status quo.
[001 05]

One option includes the use of an embodiment of a BSO as described above in order to
enable the secure distribution of shared secrets between remote devices using a globallyavailable reference as a shared source of (e.g., public) entropy. One embodiment of a
method for the use of two entangled BSO for sharing secrets between two physically distant
devices is illustrated in FIGURE 6 . A simple diagram showing various components for
illustration of an example of this use of entangled BSOs is shown in FIGURE 7 .

[00106]

Initially, at step 1010 a pair (or more) of BSO's are entangled such that an EPR pair is
contained in the pair of devices (e.g., at least one qubit of each device are entangled with a
corresponding qubit of the other device) and the two entangled BSO devices are deployed
into two respective devices. For example, a first of the entangled BSOs may be deployed
into a secure data center

10 and the second one to an in-field "programmer" device 11 12.

At step 1020, the first device (with an entangled BSO) is carried to a remote location. The
first device may be subsequently connected to one or more other devices (e.g., in-field
device 1114) to be provisioned with a shared secret.
[00107]

Once the two devices are separated, the second device (e.g., programmer device 1112)
monitors a global signal at step 030. One of the elements of the signal is an encrypted
P(Y) code signal. This signal may, for example, be a globally broadcast GPS L 1 signal from

a satellite

6 . It should be noted that the actual contents of the P(Y) transmission may be

irrelevant, since no participant or device in this protocol may be required to decrypt it. This
signal may simply be used as a globally-broadcast source of pseudo-entropy.
[00108]

The second device (e.g., programmer device

2) can then be directed to begin the secret

sharing procedure at step 040. When so directed, the second device (e.g., programmer
device

2) notes a timestamp (which may be embedded in the signal (e.g., the GPS

transmission) and sends a message containing the timestamp to the other device (e.g., data
center

0) at step 1050. At the same time, at step 1060 the second device (e.g.,

programmer device

2) creates a running hash "checksum" of the encrypted P(Y) code,

continually updating the hash function output until it is directed to halt.

[00109]

At step 1070, when the first device (e.g., secure data center
second device's (e.g., programmer device

0) receives the remote

2) timestamp signal, it also begins to create its

own hash checksum (adjusting for the latency in receiving the message by archiving a small
number of prior P(Y) codes).
[001 10]

After a small but random delay, at step

080 the first device (e.g., secure data center 11 10)

then simultaneously halts its BSO by reading the entangled qubit of the BSO and stops
accumulating new P(Y) code inputs to the hash function. A s the BSO deployed at the first
device (e.g., secure data center 11 10) is entangled with the BSO deployed at the second
device (e.g., programmer device 11 12), the halting of the BSO at the first device will cause
the entangled BSO at the second device to decohere or change state (e.g., halt) as well.
[001 11]

Thus, at step 1090, substantially simultaneously, the second device (e.g., programmer
device 11 12) detects that its local copy of the entangled BSO is halted and also stops
accumulating the P(Y) code hash at the second device. At that point then, both devices
(e.g., the secure data center 11 10 and the remote programmer device 11 12) are in
possession of the same secret value (resulting from applying the P(Y) code hash on the
same initial value the same number of times). Furthermore, it would be highly difficult for any
adversary to be able to guess its value, even though the pseudo-entropy input to the hash
function is public knowledge.

[001 12]

At step 1095, the second device (e.g., programmer device 11 12) can then write or otherwise
provide or share the shared secret to one or more other remote devices (e.g., in-field device
11 14), thus provisioning it with a secret that is known only to the first device (e.g., data
center 11 10)

[001 13]

One of the advantages of embodiments of this particular method over a more standard
secure element-based key distribution mechanism is that the secret to be provisioned to a
device does not exist until it is actually created. Thus, if an adversary steals a programmer
device, they still do not have access to the actual keys. In addition, other mechanisms can
be put in place to ensure that only authorized entities can use the programming device
correctly. Such auxiliary mechanisms can include signed messages and public-private key
pairs. In certain embodiments, the BSO mechanism can be placed into the devices to be
provisioned themselves, then the provisioning protocol can be streamlined and the in-field
programmer itself may be greatly simplified. The security of such a system would also be
greatly enhanced, since the provisioned secret would then never be known, even to the
programmer device.

[001 14]

A s an additional advantage, the derived secrets that are provisioned to the remote devices in
this manner are themselves quantum-crypto resilient, since the size of the input message

(e.g., the number of P(Y) code bits that are used as the input to the hash function) is

variable. This allows the derived secret to be highly secure against compromise -even using
Graver's algorithm on a quantum computer.
[001 15]

In addition to security settings, the ability to provide signals over a quantum channel may be

used in a variety of semiconductor applications. For example, some of the major challenges
associate with modern semiconductor designs are related to on-chip clock distribution and
logic block synchronization. In traditional methodology, chips are designed as blocks of
combinatorial logic, separated into sequential circuits using synchronizing registers, as
shown below in FIGURE 8 . At least in part this is accomplished via the use of a clock signal
that is distributed amongst the various circuitry.
[001 16]

This kind of design methodology allows for easy design, simulation and relatively easy
debugging using well-understood tools. One of the more difficult challenges associated with
this approach, however, is the fact that the instantaneous (as opposed to average) power
dissipation for such a design is relatively high, since a large part of the circuit transitions from
one state to the next at every clock edge. A second concern for such a design is the
synchronization of logic blocks that are not adjacent to each other on the silicon die due to
clock propagation delays or the like.

[001 17]

Accordingly, on modern larger (e.g., those with greater than around 100 million-plus-gate
equivalents) designs one of the major challenges is in distribution of the clock signals that
control the operation of logic blocks. More specifically, it is a non-trivial task to synchronize
the clock signal on one side of a chip with (ostensibly) the exact same clock signal on the
other side of the chip. One of the more significant problems in this arrangement is that the
capacitance of the metal conductor on which the clock signal propagates across the chip is
proportional to the length of that trace. Thus, the source driver for that clock signal must be
sized appropriately for both the length of the metal as well as the number of active loads on
the signal. However, the size of the output driver also impacts its input capacitance. These
issues all contribute to increasingly significant limits on the maximum attainable clock speed
for a given large chip design. A second problem is that, as both clock speeds and die sizes
go up, so also does the impact of (even unloaded) propagation delays in a given design

(e.g., clock skew). This is a purely light-speed-related issue (e.g., c is much slower in metals

than in a vacuum).
[001 18]

All of these issues may be addressable using a BSO-based clock distribution mechanism on
a large design. In particular, according to embodiments as a BSO may be an oscillator
oscillating at a regular period, as discussed, it may server as a clock circuit. Moreover, using
multiple (e.g., two or more) entangled BSOs at different locations on a large die, all of these

e
distributed BSOs may be caused to transition simultaneously by triggering any one of them .
Thus, the same clock signal may be distributed through the use of these distributed
entangled BSOs on the semiconductor die. The initial setup for entangling all of the qubits
for these BSOs may, for example, be accomplished either by using multi-phase clocking or
by using the BSO structures in a free-running mode. While the exact potential speed-up
factor may be dependent on the actual design or implementation, the potential prospect of
nearly eliminating clock skew across large designs is a highly significant opportunity in both
circuit implementation (with a potentially much reduced die area required for large clock
drivers) as well as for synthesis and circuit-level simulation.
[001 19]

Embodiments of BSOs as disclosed herein may be modeled or achieved using actual
physical components.
information-carrying
specific components.

For example, if qubits are encoded as photon polarization or other
characteristics, models may need to be developed that characterize
The architecture may be further modified to include initialization

components that are used both to inject initial qubits in a basis state as well as use in
restoring repeaters.

Detectors may also be modeled to measure the feedback qubits that

are in basis states without disrupting the oscillator.

Previously developed modeling and

synthesis methods and tools such as those in e.g. , [MT:06], [FTR:07] and [NWMTD: 16] may
be used to model embodiments of BSO as disclosed.

Other, or future, modeling, analysis,

or synthesis methods and tools may also be utilized.
[001 20]

It may now be helpful to discuss such physical implementations

of embodiments of a BSO.

Physical implementations of quantum logic gates (see e.g. , [Gar: 11,Cer:97]) are often
realized using optical waveplates, polarizing beam splitters (PBS) or non-polarizing beam
splitters (BS). The commonly used Hadamard gate has several practical implementations
including a single half waveplate or a single non-polarizing beamsplitter as shown
schematically in FIGU RE 9 . In one quantum circuit 500 implementing a Hadamard gate, a
polarization encoded photonic qubit, e.g. \H) =

| 0),

may be converted to a mixed state, e.g.

\H) + \V))/yf2 = |+), using a single half wave plate 502 having its optical axis rotated by
2 2 .5 °

with respect to the horizontal state of polarization (see e.g. , [OBr:07]).

Another

quantum circuit 5 10 implementing a Hadamard gate may have two qubit outputs, |+ ) and
|-), may be realized with a single beam splitter 5 12 .
[001 2 1]

FIGU RE 10A depicts a representation of a physical implementation of the Bell state
generator quantum circuit shown in FIGU RE 1A, comprising five non-polarizing beam
splitters 602 and two half wave plates 604 (λ /2) on the control lines 606 (e.g. , as illustrated
in quantum circuit 500 of FIGU RE 9). In this embodiment, input states are pure polarization

encoded |H) states coincident on all control lines 606 C and ( C ) , and target, T

and (T )

lines 608. Inputs and outputs denoted with parentheses are auxiliaries. The output state of a
B-circuit block (e.g. , as illustrated in quantum circuit of FIGU RE 1A) is comprised of all
control , Cout and ( Cout ) lines 606 and target, Tout and (Tout ) lines 608.

Expendable auxiliary

lines from beam splitters 602 (that may be required for proper quantum statistical
functionality of the system) are sent to "dumps" (optical absorbers).
[001 22]

A polarization-encoded

photonic qubit implementation of the CNOT component of a Bell

state generator, B , (e.g. , as illustrated in quantum circuit of FIGU RE 1A) also comprises
three 1/3 non-polarizing beam splitters 602a (^BS) and two 1/2 non-polarizing beam splitters
602b (^BS) (see e.g. , [OBr:07]).

Hadamard gates are implemented as half-wave plates

(HWP) 604 having an optical axis rotated 22.5° with respect to the horizontal axis to convert
a pure horizontally polarized state, \H), into a mixed superposition,

\H) → ( |H) + |V»/V2

=

|+). A Reverse Bell State generator, R , (e.g. , as illustrated in quantum circuit of FIGU RE
1B) may be similarly implemented by relocating the Hadamard gate to the control outputs
Cout and ( C
[001 23]

) as depicted in FIGU RE 10B.

FIGU RE 10C depicts a representation of a physical implementation of the Fredkin gate
quantum circuit shown in FIGU RE 3A. In this implementation inputs are C ,n, C in, T n and
T2in . Outputs are Ci out, C2out, T10ut and T2out. Control inputs C ,n , C

in

represent an entangled

(EPR) pair generated from a single-photon source via an Spontaneous Parametric DownConversion (SPDC) mechanism, followed by the Unitary gate U, which manipulates the
polarity information of both EPR photons in order to create the entangled composite Control
input: {
[001 24]

= C2in} = Cin .

Note that there are also a couple of (substantially equivalent) encoding mechanisms for the
photonic qubit: Single-Rail and Dual-Rail encoding. The actual implementation of the
photonic Fredkin gate may differ, based on several operational parameters or assumptions,
including the qubit encoding mechanism . There are also several methods by which the two
encodings can be translated, one example of which is shown in FIGU RE 10D. Here, an
example is depicted showing a mechanism for translating between Single-Rail and Dual-Rail
Photonic encoding using Polarizing Beam Splitters (PBS) and Quarter Wave Plates (QWP).
The inverse translation can also be accomplished by running the depicted circuit backwards

[001 25]

Moving now to FIGU RES 1 A and 11B , a representation of one embodiment of the physical
implementation of an embodiment of a BSO such as that illustrated in FIGU RE 2 B is
depicted.

BSO 700 may be realized as a chain of four B-circuit blocks 7 10 as shown in

FIGU RE 2A. Here, the output of first B-circuit block 7 10a is coupled to the input of second
B-circuit block 7 1 0b. The output of second B-circuit block 7 10b is coupled to the input of

third B-circuit block 710c. The output of third B-circuit block 710c is coupled to the input of
fourth B-circuit block 7 1Od, and the output of fourth B-circuit block 7 1Od is coupled to the
input of first B-circuit block 710a. Mirrors 720 complete auxiliary target lines, (Tout ) → (Tin
along the perimeter of BSO 700.
[001 26]

Thus, working counter clockwise from the initialization quantum state, | O) provided as input
to first B -circuit block 710a, denoted with a dashed line across all inputs, Cin ), Cin , Tin and

( in , the output of first

B -circuit block 710a (e.g., implemented as described above with

respect to FIGURE 10A) yields intermediate quantum state l

which is provided as input to

second B -circuit block 710b, yielding intermediate quantum state \φ 2 ) as an output. The
output of second B -circuit block 710b (intermediate quantum state \φ 2 )) is provided as input
to third B-circuit block 710c which yields intermediate quantum state | 2)| 3) a s a n output.
The output of third B-circuit block 710c (intermediate quantum state | 2) | < >3)) is provided as
input to fourth B-circuit block 7 1Od which yields as output the resulting basis state, \φ 4 ) . The
resulting basis state, \φ ) feeds the input of first B -circuit block 710a (| O))
subsequent circuits of the BSO 700.
[001 27]

to

begin

In the embodiment depicted, the BSO 700 may require pure horizontal input states, \H) =
|0).

However, any arbitrary input states can be supported in other embodiments by using a

series of quarter- and half-wave plates to produce the required pure states for initialization of
the BSO.
[001 28]

The realization of the BSO in FIGURES 1 1A and 11B could be fabricated on a single
substrate to provide a compact, low power Quantum Photonic Integrated Circuit (Q-PIC)
(see e.g., [OBr:03], [OBr:07]).

Hadamard gate beamsplitters may be realized in the platform

architecture as compact, high efficiency nanophotonic couplers that operate on the principle
of frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) (see e.g., [Su09, Hu08]). Embodiments of a
nanophotonic coupler are shown in FIGURES 12A and 12B. These beamsplitters and
combiners rely on state-of-the-art nanoscale fabrication techniques (see e.g., [Su09, Zh08])
and promise significant feature size reductions in photonic integrated circuitry. This novel
design represents a 100-fold footprint reduction. Embodiments of such a nanocoupler are
based on a thin trench etched deeply to completely overlap the waveguide mode ensuring
efficiencies >98%. The trench width is chosen to frustrate the total internal reflection and
allow coupling to the continuing waveguide.

FIGURE 12A shows a finite difference time

domain (FDTD) model of the evanescent wave based coupler. A n FTIR coupler may be
made, for example, in InP (see e.g., [EI1 1]). A 1x2 implementation of the coupler is shown in
FIGURE 12B.

[001 29]

Doped fluorocarbon optical polymers (see e.g., [Am01, Ba03a, Ia06, Ji06, Ji06a, Sm02,
St99, Su03, Su05]) may offer a stable, low loss material readily processed into a variety of

interferometric structures with and without feedback, and scalable to large numbers of gates.
The material is electro-optic and hence the quantum circuitry will be controllable and
reconfigurable, even at very high (~GHz) rates. The nonlinear response allows the
integration of the heralded photon source onto the chip. This will not only save space and
improve resilience, but will enhance the statistics of quantum processing, especially as the
gate count of the quantum photonic integrated circuitry increases. With this approach
sources, circuits and detectors may be integrated onto a single quantum photonic chip. It will
be appreciated by one skilled in the art that other material systems commonly used of

integrated photonics, for example lll-V semiconductor materials, silicon photonics, and
lithium niobate, can also be used to implement embodiments herein.
[001 30]

The resulting quantum photonic integrated circuitry will be transformative because it will
provide a novel, uniquely scalable and reliable platform on which to field practical quantum
optical devices and systems. The higher level of integration provided by such a Q-PIC
device brings along with it several distinct advantages. Chief among those advantages is the
ability to lengthen the potential qubit decoherence time, since the photonic pathways for
such an integrated device would be both shorter and also potentially buried inside a 3D

structure (effectively a waveguide) that could protect it from outside influence. Another
important advantage of such an implementation is the much higher operating frequency that
could be realized with the shorter path lengths between stages (when compared with a
tabletop apparatus). Also, in such an integrated device, the inter-stage path lengths may be
reliably "tuned" to integer multiples of the photons' wavelength, thus enabling further
capabilities by the (controlled) constructive and destructive interference of wave packets.
[001 3 1]

Referring now back to the architecture of embodiments of BSOs, the addition of Fredkin
gates to the proposed architecture as depicted in FIGURE 4A involves the inclusion of
CNOT architectures consisting of fractional beamsplitters (1/2 or 1/3). The physical
components are similar to those described with respect to the quantum circuits above. The
output quantum state of each B-circuit block,

φ may

be measured, for example using

automated quantum state tomography. In such a scheme, computer-controlled half- and
quarter-wave plates, together with polarized beam splitters at each detector may be used
(see e.g., [OBr:03]).
[001 32]

Although the invention has been described with respect to specific embodiments thereof,
these embodiments are merely illustrative, and not restrictive of the invention. The
description herein of illustrated embodiments of the invention, including the description in the
Summary, is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms

disclosed herein (and in particular, the inclusion of any particular embodiment, feature or
function within the Summary is not intended to limit the scope of the invention to such
embodiment, feature or function). Rather, the description is intended to describe illustrative
embodiments, features and functions in order to provide a person of ordinary skill in the art
context to understand the invention without limiting the invention to any particularly
described embodiment, feature or function, including any such embodiment feature or
function described in the Summary. While specific embodiments of, and examples for, the
invention are described herein for illustrative purposes only, various equivalent modifications
are possible within the spirit and scope of the invention, as those skilled in the relevant art
will recognize and appreciate. As indicated, these modifications may be made to the

invention in light of the foregoing description of illustrated embodiments of the invention and
are to be included within the spirit and scope of the invention. Thus, while the invention has
been described herein with reference to particular embodiments thereof, a latitude of

modification, various changes and substitutions are intended in the foregoing disclosures,
and it will be appreciated that in some instances some features of embodiments of the

invention will be employed without a corresponding use of other features without departing
from the scope and spirit of the invention as set forth. Therefore, many modifications may be
made to adapt a particular situation or material to the essential scope and spirit of the

invention.
[001 33]

Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment", "an embodiment", or "a
specific embodiment" or similar terminology means that a particular feature, structure, or
characteristic described in connection with the embodiment is included in at least one
embodiment and may not necessarily be present in all embodiments. Thus, respective
appearances of the phrases "in one embodiment", "in an embodiment", or "in a specific
embodiment" or similar terminology in various places throughout this specification are not
necessarily referring to the same embodiment. Furthermore, the particular features,
structures, or characteristics of any particular embodiment may be combined in any suitable
manner with one or more other embodiments. It is to be understood that other variations and
modifications of the embodiments described and illustrated herein are possible in light of the
teachings herein and are to be considered as part of the spirit and scope of the invention.

[001 34]

In the description herein, numerous specific details are provided, such as examples of

components and/or methods, to provide a thorough understanding of embodiments of the
invention. One skilled in the relevant art will recognize, however, that an embodiment may
be able to be practiced without one or more of the specific details, or with other apparatus,

systems, assemblies, methods, components, materials, parts, and/or the like. In other
instances, well-known structures, components, systems, materials, or operations are not

specifically shown or described in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of embodiments of the
invention. While the invention may be illustrated by using a particular embodiment, this is
not and does not limit the invention to any particular embodiment and a person of ordinary
skill in the art will recognize that additional embodiments are readily understandable and are

a part of this invention.
[001 35]

It will also be appreciated that one or more of the elements depicted in the drawings/figures

can also be implemented in a more separated or integrated manner, or even removed or
rendered as inoperable in certain cases, as is useful in accordance with a particular
application. Additionally, any signal arrows in the drawings/figures should be considered only
as exemplary, and not limiting, unless otherwise specifically noted.
[001 36]

As used herein, the terms "comprises," "comprising," "includes," "including," "has," "having,"
or any other variation thereof, are intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion. For example,
a process, product, article, or apparatus that comprises a list of elements is not necessarily
limited only those elements but may include other elements not expressly listed or inherent
to such process, product, article, or apparatus.

[001 37]

Furthermore, the term "or" as used herein is generally intended to mean "and/or" unless
otherwise indicated. For example, a condition A or B is satisfied by any one of the
following: A is true (or present) and B is false (or not present), A is false (or not present) and
B is true (or present), and both A and B are true (or present). As used herein, a term
preceded by "a" or "an" (and "the" when antecedent basis is "a" or "an") includes both
singular and plural of such term (i.e., that the reference "a" or "an" clearly indicates only the
singular or only the plural). Also, as used in the description herein and throughout the claims
that follow, the meaning of "in" includes "in" and "on" unless the context clearly dictates
otherwise.

[00138]
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:
1.

A quantum circuit, comprising:
a first Bell state oscillator (BSO), including:
a first Bell state generator, comprising a first Hadamard gate and a first

CNOT gate, the first Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the first CNOT gate
having an input and an output;
a second Bell state generator, comprising a second Hadamard gate and a
second CNOT gate, the second Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the
second CNOT gate having an input and an output, wherein the input of the second
Hadamard gate is coupled to the output of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state
generator and the input of the second CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the first CNOT
gate of the first Bell state generator;
a third Bell state generator, comprising a third Hadamard gate and a third
CNOT gate, the third Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the third CNOT gate
having an input and an output, wherein the input of the third Hadamard gate is coupled to
the output of the second Hadamard gate of the second Bell state generator and the input of
the third CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the second CNOT gate of the second Bell
state generator; and
a fourth Bell state generator, comprising a fourth Hadamard gate and a fourth
CNOT gate, the fourth Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the fourth CNOT
gate having an input and an output, wherein the input of the fourth Hadamard gate is
coupled to the output of the third Hadamard gate of the third Bell state generator and the
input of the fourth CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the third CNOT gate of the third Bell
state generator, and wherein the input of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state
generator is coupled to the output of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state
generator and the input of the first CNOT gate of the first Bell state generator is coupled to
the output of the fourth CNOT gate of the fourth Bell state generator.

2.

The quantum circuit of claim

1,

further comprising a Fredkin gate disposed between

the fourth Bell state generator and the first Bell state generator, wherein the Fredkin gate
has a first input coupled to the output of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state

generator, a second input coupled to the output of the fourth CNOT gate of the fourth Bell
state generator, a first output coupled to the input of the input of the first Hadamard gate of
the first Bell state generator, and a second output coupled to the input of the first CNOT gate
of the first Bell state generator.

3.

The quantum circuit of claim

1,

wherein the first BSO comprises a first phase rotation

gate and a second phase rotation gate that is an inverse of the first phase rotation gate.

4.

The quantum circuit of claim 3 , wherein the first phase rotation gate is disposed

between the first Bell state generator and the second Bell state generator and the second
phase rotation gate is disposed between the third Bell state generator and the fourth Bell
state generator.

5.

The quantum circuit of claim 4 , wherein the first phase rotation gate includes an input

coupled to the output of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state generator of the first
BSO and an output coupled to the input of the second Hadamard gate of the second Bell

state generator of the first BSO and the second phase rotation gate includes an input
coupled to the output of the third Hadamard gate of the third Bell state generator of the first
BSO and an output coupled to the input of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state

generator of the first BSO.

6.

The quantum circuit of claim 5 , wherein the first phase rotation gate and the second

phase rotation gate are Pauli-rotation structures.

7.

The quantum circuit of claim 6 , wherein an angle of rotation is an input parameter to

each Pauli-rotation structure.

8.

The quantum circuit of claim 6 , wherein the first phase rotation gate and the second

phase rotation gate are Controlled-PHASE (CPHASE) gates.

9.

The quantum circuit of claim 6 , wherein the first phase rotation gate and the second

phase rotation gate are Fredkin gates.

10.

The quantum circuit of claim

1,

wherein the quantum circuit comprises

a second Bell state oscillator (BSO), including:
a first Bell state generator, comprising a first Hadamard gate and a first
CNOT gate, the first Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the first CNOT gate
having an input and an output;
a second Bell state generator, comprising a second Hadamard gate and a
second CNOT gate, the second Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the
second CNOT gate having an input and an output, wherein the input of the second
Hadamard gate is coupled to the output of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state
generator and the input of the second CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the first CNOT
gate of the first Bell state generator;
a third Bell state generator, comprising a third Hadamard gate and a third
CNOT gate, the third Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the third CNOT gate
having an input and an output, wherein the input of the third Hadamard gate is coupled to
the output of the second Hadamard gate of the second Bell state generator and the input of
the third CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the second CNOT gate of the second Bell
state generator; and
a fourth Bell state generator, comprising a fourth Hadamard gate and a fourth
CNOT gate, the fourth Hadamard gate having an input and an output and the fourth CNOT
gate having an input and an output, wherein the input of the fourth Hadamard gate is
coupled to the output of the third Hadamard gate of the third Bell state generator and the
input of the fourth CNOT gate is coupled to the output of the third CNOT gate of the third Bell
state generator, and wherein the input of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state
generator is coupled to the output of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state
generator and the input of the first CNOT gate of the first Bell state generator is coupled to
the output of the fourth CNOT gate of the fourth Bell state generator.

11.

The quantum circuit of claim 10, further comprising a quantum coupling circuit

coupling the first BSO to the second BSO and adapted to entangle a first qubit of the first
BSO with a second qubit of the second BSO.

12.

The quantum circuit of claim 11, wherein the quantum coupling circuit includes:
a first CNOT gate, the first CNOT gate including an input coupled to the output of the

first CNOT gate of the first Bell state generator of the second BSO and a control coupled to
the output of the first CNOT gate of the first CNOT gate of the first Bell state generator of the
first BSO;
a second CNOT gate, the second CNOT gate including an input coupled to the
output of the first CNOT gate of the first Bell state generator of the first BSO and a control
coupled to an output of the first CNOT gate of the quantum coupling circuit; and
a third CNOT gate, the third CNOT gate including an input coupled to the output of
the first CNOT gate of the quantum coupling circuit and a control coupled to an output of the
second CNOT gate of the quantum coupling circuit, wherein an output of the third CNOT
gate of the quantum coupling circuit is coupled to the second CNOT gate of the second Bell
state generator of the second BSO and an the output of the second CNOT gate of the
quantum coupling circuit is coupled to the second CNOT gate of the second Bell state
generator of the first BSO.

13.

The quantum circuit of claim 11 , wherein the first BSO comprises a first phase

rotation gate and a second phase rotation gate that is an inverse of the first phase rotation
gate, and the second BSO comprises a first phase rotation gate and a second phase rotation

gate that is an inverse of the first phase rotation gate.

14.

The quantum circuit of claim 13, wherein:
the first phase rotation gate of the first BSO is disposed between the first Bell state

generator and the second Bell state generator of the first BSO;
the second phase rotation gate of the first BSO is disposed between the third Bell
state generator and the fourth Bell state generator of the first BSO;
the first phase rotation gate of the second BSO is disposed between the first Bell
state generator and the second Bell state generator of the second BSO;
the second phase rotation gate of the second BSO is disposed between the third
Bell state generator and the fourth Bell state generator of the second BSO.

15.

The quantum circuit of claim 14, wherein:
the first phase rotation gate of the first BSO includes an input coupled to the output

of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state generator of the first BSO and an output
coupled to the input of the second Hadamard gate of the second Bell state generator of the
first BSO;

the second phase rotation gate of the first BSO includes an input coupled to the
output of the third Hadamard gate of the third Bell state generator of the first BSO and an
output coupled to the input of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state generator of
the first BSO;
the first phase rotation gate of the second BSO includes an input coupled to the
output of the first Hadamard gate of the first Bell state generator of the second BSO and an
output coupled to the input of the second Hadamard gate of the second Bell state generator
of the second BSO; and
the second phase rotation gate of the second BSO includes an input coupled to the
output of the third Hadamard gate of the third Bell state generator of the second BSO and an
output coupled to the input of the fourth Hadamard gate of the fourth Bell state generator of
the second BSO.
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